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BI-MONTHLY SAFETY AUDIT INSPECTION OF NAGARSOL & AURANGABAD 
STATIONS AND NSL - RGO SECTION OF NANDED DIVISION ON 20.02.2019 & 

21.02.2019 FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY & FEBRUARY 2019  

S.No. OBSERVATIONS Action By 

1.0 Brief of NSL station :  

1.1 This is a single line B-class station with standard-II® interlocking 

equipped with Multiple aspect colour light signaling.  All motor 

operated points and signals are -operated from a panel located in 

SM’s office.  

 

1.2 2.5.1 Running Lines Direction Of Movement And  

Holding Capacity. 

All running lines are track circuited. 
Non-Running Lines and Their Capacity:  

One Dead end temporary goods siding of 800 meters connected 

with 2nd loop line towards MMR end. 

     Main line CSR 691 meters.              

1st Loop line    CSR 691 meters.     (Length of P.F -572m)   

2nd Loop line CSR 691 meters. (Length of P.F -500m)              

 

1.3 Level Crossing Gates: 

Three interlocked and four non interlocked gates are provided. 
One special class, two B-2 class and four c class level crossings 
are provided. Two gates are available between NSL-ANK and five 
gates are available between NSL –TR. 

 

1.4 System and Means of working: 
Trains are worked under Absolute block system. Podanur Push 

Button Token less Block instrument        between NSL-TR and 

DAIDO single line Token less Block instruments Between NSL-

ANK stations. 

Station-to-station, telephone attached to block instrument is 

installed in SM’s office to work trains between NSL-TR and NSL-

ANK 

 

2.0 Interaction with Divisional Officers & Field Supervisory staff.  
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2.1 Addressing the meeting, CSO appreciated excellent safety record 
of the NED division except few incidents. Safety requires 24 hours 
attention/ alertness. Even though In NED division most of the 
employees came from other states, they are interested to go back 
to zones/divisions, due to that number of vacancies are more in 
this division. Officers/Supervisors should not have biased manner, 
This discrimination leads to discomfort, Negative    thoughts    
leads to less concentration on work, finally it will hamper safety. 
Try to improve moral values   and deal with human touch. Some of 
the ASMs and pointsman are unable to extract the crank handle. 
Practically demonstrate and take acknowledgement from them. 
 
CTM/G/P&P in his address  
Advised them to train, counsel and motivate staff for more efficient 
work. Doctors and Supervisors and SSEs of all service 
departments should take care of the requirements of employees 
and their families such as attending the problems pertaining to 
Railway Quarters, Electricity, water supply and their health.  
 
CSTE   stated that that Men, material & Method apart from the 
adequacy of knowledge. Accidents are happened due to out of 
ignorance and negligence. Some of ESMs are doing short cut 
methods but they are not aware of consequences. Supervisory 
staff   should complete their schedules within stipulated time 

period.                                 

DRM/NED 
PCOM 
PCEE 

PCSTE 
PCME 
PCPO 

3.0 DY. SS Office:   

3.1 Sri Heeralal Singh, Dy.SS was on duty.  Block competency 
certificate 25.11.16 – 25.11.19.  Pointsman on duty Sri Kailash 
Sunap, PM’A’, Competency Certificate: 27.12.18 – 26.12.21. 

 

3.2 SWR   Amendment slips no.1 to 4, Hindi amendment slip not 
available 

DRM/NED 
PCOM 
PCSTE 

3.3 On perusing records, on 23.5.18 for Engineering Block CSM + 
DGS machines are sent in one hook by issuing T/465, which is not 
correct. As per G&SR 15.06.4.1(C)” If more than one track 
machine are programmed to go in to the block section and return 
to the station where from they started, the first one will be 
given/465 and the succeeding one will be given Caution order. 
When T/465 is received back by the station master, it ensures that 
the block section is clear.” This should be counselled to the Dy.SS 
as well as Track machine operators. 

DRM/NED 
PCOM 
PCEE 

3.4 During day of inspection train no.BCN came from MMR without 
Guard, arrival NSL at 11.01 hrs, left at 12.30 hrs.LV board was not 
available. In the train intact register last vehicle number column, to 
be provided. As per safety MCDO during the month December 
2018, total no. of trains worked without Guard are 154, during 
2019 January 234.It is on high side. As per G&SR 
4.25.4.3”Caution order shall be issued to the Loco pilot by station 
master with necessary endorsement stating that the train is to run 
without guard and SCOR shall also be advised of the fact under 
exchanging of private numbers, who will inform the stations en 
route. The station master on getting the train number, will inform 
the end cabins, where provided and gateman of all the LC gates 

DRM/NED 
PCOM 
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en route provided with telephonic communication accordingly 
under exchanging of private numbers.” But   cross checking with 
gates Dy.SS not given to LC gate no. s of 7 & 8.Divisional 
authorities should   ensure strictly implement the   above rule. 

3.5 In the officers’ inspection register, the following officers are 
inspected in the following dates. i.e. Sr.DOM-02.6.18,ADSTE-
04.6.18,AOM/Chg-07.6.18,DRM-08.9.18, ADRM on 19.9.18, 
DRM-20.10.18 and AOM/NED on 01.12.18. It indicates that during 
year 2018 January to May 2018 no officer was inspected 

DRM/NED 
PCOM 

 

3.6 NSL station is having five N.I. gates and two interlocked gates. 
Only one pointsman is available per shift. Apart from PRS 
(commercial duties) duties from 20.00 hrs to 08.00hrs and crew 
signing “ON & OFF” activity also to be looked after by Dy.SS. 
Divisional authorities should reduce the burden on Dy.SS. DRM/NED 

PCOM 3.7 Sri Dilip Kumar, PMA and Sri Dipak Thammar, PMA are medically 
unfit since 09.07.15 & 18.04.18 and are lying idle.  These persons 
are occupying two posts of PM.  They may be redeployed.  Till 
redeployment, they may be utilized elsewhere.  

3.7 ‘Signal Put back’ register not available. 
3.8  Pages from 253-267 are not available in the G&SR available in the 

station. 

 

3.9 On 20.02.18, 24.02.18, T/465 was issued instead of T/A465 to 
send the track machines into block section and clearing to 
advance station. 

 

3.10 TI/AWB never checked the authorities issued to material train and 
track machines. 

 

3.11  On 14.02.19 Engineering block was given but there is no fit 
certificate. 

 

4.0 S&T ACTIVITIES  
 
 

DRM/NED 
PCSTE 

 

4.1 Central panel of non route setting type is provided for operation of 
signals and points. Last Annual Inspection by ASTE was done on 
04.06.18, Quarterly inspection  was done on 25.01.19 and Monthly 
inspection  was done on 14/15.02.19. SSE/Sig has mentioned that 
during March 2015 yard modification works are commissioned in 
which indoor relay wiring is replaced completely.    

4.2 Perused signal failure register and following is the summary for the 
last 6 months 
  

Months BF SF Panel LC TOTA
L 

AUG 01 01   02 

SEPT - - - - - 

OCT - - - - - 

NOV 01  01  02 

DEC 02    02 

JAN - - - - - 

FEB (Till 
date) 

- - - 01 01 

TOTAL 04 01 01 01 07 

Out of 7 failures, Relay failures-3, Cable cut-1, Route held up-1, 
Fuse blownoff-1, Reason not known-1. 
In general failures are under control. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM/NED 
PCSTE 
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4.3 Push Button Token less Block Instrument is provided between 
NSL-TR and Daido Block Instrument is provided between NSL-
ANK. Daido Block Instrument is replaced on 25.10.18 and not due 
for OH. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM/NED 
PCSTE 

 

4.4 Checked the effectiveness of SM key on operation of point no. 13 
and found in order. 

4.5 Perused joint inspecton of points and crossings register. Last joint 
inspection was done on 25.01.19. Summary of deficiencies was 
made and Joint attention was carried out on 19.02.19 and all the 
three deficiencies were attended. 

4.6 Amararaja make IPS is available at this station which is under 
AMC. Perused AMC maintenance file. On the latest report of 
AMC, date of visit was kept blank. When enquired with the S&T 
staff, they have indicated that the visit of AMC Engineer was on 
18.02.2019. Previous visit was 24.07.2018. It appears that AMC 
Engineer visit is not regular. Advised the S&T staff to maintain 
proper records of AMC. Sr.DSTE/NED to monitor this aspect. 
Alarm LED was flashing on the IPS FRBC panel which needs 
attention. 

4.7 Checked IPS battery maintenance register. Last readings were 
taken on 14.02.2019. Checked sp.gr of some of the cells and it 
was in the range of 1250 which is high.  

4.8 Relay room proximity switch is provided and the change status is 
repeated through SMS to SSE (Sig) whenever Realy Room is 
opened/closed. 

4.9 Cable meggering was done on 09.06.2018. But summary of 
deficiencies was not recorded. Advised SSE(Sig) to record 
summary of deficiencies for taking corrective action. Some of the 
Power cables insulation value is recorded as 5 M Ohms, which is 
low. This is to be attended by providing new cables duly identifying 
the faulty sections.  

4.10 Checked the voltage across track relay 30TR which is 3.08V( P U 
Voltage:1.4V).  It is within the limits. Relay is of QTA2 type 
(UTA2,Mfg-09/2014). 

4.11 Checked point no. 20A and 20B for Obstruction test, track locking 
test, out of correspondence test and found in order 

Point 
No. 

 Normal 
Voltage 

Normal  
current 

Obstructi
on 

Voltage 

Obstruction 
current 

20A 
N to R 114V 1.9A 107V 3.7A 

R to N 112V 2.0A 107V 3.9A 

20B 
N to R 113V 1.9A 107V  4.27A 

R to N 115V 1.9A 105V  4.04A 

For point no 20A reverse side excess spring is to be attended as it 
was recoiling during obstruction test. 

DRM/NED 
PCSTE 

 

4.12 Burr formation over glued joints resulting in reduction of insulation 
width is noticed at some of the block joints (Block Joint near  20B). 
Advance Corrective action to be taken to avoid track circuit 
failures. 

DRM/NED 
PCSTE 

 

4.13 Checked the Interlocked LC gate no.8 (Traffic) for effectiveness of 
boom locking and found in order. One of the booms alignment and 
boom locking hook  are to attended which are damaged due to 

DRM/NED 
PCSTE 
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recent road vehicle hit. Checked the working of sliding booms and 
found in order. Tested the Knowledge of on duty gateman  Sri 
Neelesh about gate working and found satisfactory. 

4.14 Checked the Interlocked LC gate no.7 (Traffic) for effectiveness of 
boom locking and found in order. Checked the working of sliding 
booms and found in order. Tested the Knowledge of on duty 
gateman Sri Rajesh Kumar about gate working and found 
satisfactory. 

DRM/NED 
PCSTE 

 

4.15 Sample check of disconnection reconnection register vis a vis the  
failures is done and found in order. DRM/NED 

PCSTE 
 

4.16 Counselled the staff about the safety aspects and not to indulge in 
any shortcut methods during maintenance or while attending 
failures. 

5.0 LC Gate No.7 & 8 at NSL Yard   

5.1 LC Gate No.7/T between NSL-ANK 
a) LCno.7 is a traffic gate but it is maintained by Engineering 

department  
b) Sliding boom arrangement   available, but same was not 

mentioned in GWR. 
c) GWR, in Hindi and vernacular language is not available. 
d) Towards Chikalwadi end Engineering boards are not 

available. 
e) Gate man Sri Rajesh kumar Ray, so far not heard detonator 

bursting sound. It should be practically demonstrated and  
acknowledgement taken. 

DRM/NED 
PCEE 
PCOM 
PCSTE 

5.2 LC Gate No.8/T between NSL-ANK(between NSL-TR) 

Gateman on duty Sri Nilesh Deore, Gate competency: 17.08.2016  
- 16.08.2019.  Detonators 10 / 2015. 

(i) Sticker pasted on Warning Board to warn Road users 
was given up and torn.  To be replaced.  

(ii) In the GWR, TVUs mentioned as 71,891 but on gate 
lodge painted as 1, 35,405.It should be corrected. 

(iii) Gate man Sri Neelesh Deore, so far not heard detonator 
bursting sound. It should be practically demonstrated 
and acknowledgement taken. 

(iv) Drinking water facility and toilet facility to be provided. 
(v) Solar light on “OFF” side of gate lodge  not glowing 

DRM/NED 
PCSTE 
PCOM 
PCE 

6.0  Crew Lobby/NSL:  

6.1 Crew sign ON/OFF is under control of Dy.SS/NSL. 

DRM/NED 
PCOM 
PCEE 

6.2 One CMS Kiosk is available with Dy.SS for 
crew sign ON/OFF.  Average crew sign 
ON/OFF is one set of crew per day and during 
termination of weekly trains at NSL, it would be 
six set of crews.  Biometric, breathalyzer and 
camera are integrated with KIOSK and found 
working.   

It is reported that there is frequent failure of CMS network.   

6.3 There are no cases of staff found positive during 1st BA test and 
later found negative. 

6.4 Signal & Track defect registers was not updated by the staff on 
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18.02.2019. 

6.5 Two spare breathalyzer instruments are available and not due for 
calibration.   

6.6 Staff worked from NSL to MMR are booked on manual booking 
instead of CMS due to non availability of CMS route NSL-MMR.  

7.0 CREW MANAGEMENT SYSTEM  

7.1 Sri Rahul Kumar, ALP/AWB is working as Crew Booking 
Supervisor.    CMS is out of order since 26.12.2018.  CMS 
Maintenance, Failure and Rectification Register need to be 
maintained.  

DRM/NED 
PCEE 
PCOM 
PCE 

7.2 There are 8 Nos. of permanent Caution Orders in force between 
NSL – MMR continuing from 2017.  They should be incorporated 
in WTT on PSRs.  Division should take necessary steps to 
incorporate them on PSR and discontinue in Station Register.   
 

7.3 One Caution Order of 11.07.2017 is for 15 KMPH while entering 
and starting from Line No.7 & 8 (Goods Loop 4 & 5).  Reason for 
CO is shown  is as per WTT.  Reason for C.O. should be specific.  
Since this Caution Order is in WTT, there is no need to maintain in 
Station Register.   

7.4 Signing “ON & OFF” activity is under control of Dy.SS. Two BA 
equipments are available; both are calibrated due on 07.12.2019. 

7.6 CMS working most of the time very slowly. 
7.7 As per SS/NSL towards MMR, route not given in CMS. 
7.8 If Goods Guard working passenger train while signing “OFF” CMS 

will not accept. He has to done manual signing “OFF”. 
8.0 Inspection of Crew rest room/NSL:   

8.1 NSL rest room is outsourced. Name of the 
contractor is M/s. Purnawala constructions. 
Period: 06.12.2018 to 05.12.2020. 

DRM/NED 
PCEE 

 

8.2 Total 8 beds are accommodated in 4 cubicles with air-conditioning.  
Peak occupancy is 6 between 12 to 13 Hrs.  

Since there is no provision of subsidized meals, staff are 
requesting to provide subsidized meals. 

8.3 Air-conditioning facility is available in 
crew rest room, but none of the doors 
are having auto door closure facilities. As 
an energy conservation measure, door 
closures are to be provided at all 
locations on priority. Also, gaps between 
the doors to be filled properly to avoid 
leakage of cool air. 

8.4 Yoga room to be provided.  
 
 
 

DRM/NED 

8.5 2 Nos. of Fire extinguishers are available in crew 
rest room. Last inspection date is 26.01.19 and 
next due date is 25.04.19. 
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8.6 Solar water heater of 100LPD capacity is available but is not in 
operation. Water pipeline is yet to be connected. 

PCEE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM/NED 
PCEE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8.7 In both bath rooms soap dish to be provided. 
8.8 Magazines are not available. 
9.0 Electrical Installations/NSL: 
9.1 Staff are found not wearing Electrical Safety shoes and other 

Personal Protective Equipment. Counselled the Staff on personal 
safety. 

9.2 Tool bag contains unnecessary tools viz. spanners of different 
sizes, screw drivers etc.  Proper shoulder type smart tool bag with 
necessary tools such as adjustable Spanner & screw driver sets 
along with other essential tools required and clamp on meter of 
required rating (50/100/200 A) etc., to be issued immediately. This 
will reduce the weight of tool bag and will improve productivity. 

9.3 In the main incoming panel from MSEB at Station entrance, 100A 
MCCB is exposed to sun and is likely to get wet during rain. To be 
kept in proper enclosure. 

  
9.4 Locking arrangements for MCCBs in 

Distribution panel of Switch-room are faulty. 
Same to be suitably replaced. 

9.5 MCCBs at main incomer panel and Switch room distribution panel 
are not having overload settings. Same are to be replaced with 
MCCBs having suitable overload capacities. 

9.6 Following Earth Pits (EPs) are checked. 

EP 
No. 

For 
Last 

Checked 
Date 

 Marked 
Earth 

Resistance 

Measured 
Resistance
value 

3 Main incomer 
DB 

02.12.18 3.6 0.31 

7 Juice Bar 02.12.18 6.39 10.68 

8 Water Cooler 02.12.18 7.8 9.4 

9 
40kVA DG Set 

02.12.18 5.4 11.89 

10 05.05.18 5.5 6.85 

18 PF No.1 AWB 
end 

02.12.18 4.5 5.9 

Earth Resistance values of EP No.7, EP No.8 & EP No.9 needs 
improvement. 
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DRM/NED 
PCEE 

 

9.7 Alignment of 1 no. of fan in COP on PF No.1 near 
FoB is not in order. It may result in failure of 
bearings. Same is to be attended. 

9.8 150 ltrs water cooler is available at NSL Station. Water Cooler was 
last cleaned on 14.02.19 and next due date is 14.03.19. Water 
storage tank is clean. 

  
9.9 Occupancy sensors are not available for Lights & Fans in VIP 

lounge, upper class waiting hall and reading & dining areas of 
crew rest room. Same are to be provided at all such common 
areas to conserve energy. 

Auto door closures are to be provided in VIP lounge. 

9.10 1 No. High mast with 70%-30% circuit bifurcation is available at 
Station entrance. 

Lighting circuit is bifurcated. Fan circuit is yet to be bifurcated. 

9.11 None of the vendors are having prepaid energy meters. Same are 
to be provided on priority. Also, it is to be ensured that vendors 
use only 5 Star rated/ energy efficient equipments at Railway 
premises as per Board instructions. 

10.0 C&W ACTIVITIES:   

 
10.1 

The following infrastructure facilities/activities available at NSL in 
connection with C&W. 

A. The trains maintained at NSL  (All OEM attention) 
1.T.No -.17214-daily except sat and mon  
2. T.no. -17232-sat and mon 
3.  T.No.-07418-Sat 
4.   T.No.—16004-Mon 
5.   T.No.-57541-Mon. 

B. There are two PF and 4 numbers of Rolling lights available 
on either end i.e.at AWB end and MMR end . 

C. There is one JE/C&W with 6 staff and working in two shifts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM/NED 
    PCME 
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from 00.00 hrs to 8 and 8 to 16 hrs. 
D. PF.NO.1 is having washable apron to maintain other end 

maintenance @ NSL. 
E. OEM contract is in operation for TNos. 57541 pass, 17213, 

17232 & 16004 weekly express. 
F. OEM contract is awarded to M/s. Akshay Dry Cleaners/Nanded 

from 7.6.17 to 6.6.19. Contract is going to expire in next 3 
months hence care to be taken for early floating of tenders duly 
implementing latest conditions as per SBD and minimum wages 
etc. 

G. For the attention of enroute LHB rakes, 30 meters bypass 
pipe with palm ends for LHB coaches and LHB tool kit bag 
is not available. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM/NED 
PCME 

 

10.2  As per the Railway board letter No.95/M(C)/141/1 dated 31-1-17 
given by Director. Mech.Engg(Chg)/Railway board , the following 
facilities/infrastructure  are to be available/provided at the 
platforms from where trains are  return without secondary 
maintenance. Hence some facilities which are not available are to 
be provided to have full-fledged maintenance. 
 

S.N
o. 

  Facility to be available  Availability 
(YES/NO) 

1. One storage room for essential 
safety and passenger amenity 
item. 

YES 

2. Road transportation facility for 
ferrying material from the main 
depot. 

YES 

3. Mobile high pressure cleaning 
machines in adequate numbers. 

YES 

4. 2nd Water connection at both the 
ends of the platform for quick 
filling of high pressure jet 
cleaning machines. 

NO/Water facility 
not available. 

5. Washable  apron on the platform 
lines with covered drains to 
facilitate movement of 
maintenance staff. 

Washable apron 
available but drains 
 are not covered. 

6. Walkie-Talkie/Radio trunking sets 
for quick and easy 
communication. 

YES/walkie –talkie 
 available. 

7. Standard watering hydrants No watering source/  
 facility at the 
station 

8. Floood light at the platform ends 
for rolling-in examination at night 
and 110V. Inspection lights along 
the side of the track for night 
examination of the under gear. 

NO/NOT Available. 

 

10.3 All Rolling lights available on either end are to be given numbering  
to identify them easily and  helpful for easy maintenance. 

10.4 No seating arrangements for C&W staff on either sides for proper 
seating during rolling examination..At present staff are sitting on 
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the stones during rolling examination which may divert the 
attention . Concrete seating arrangements near to the lights will 
helpful for full concentration on rolling in examination. 
 

 
10.5 It was told that, when main line was occupied with goods train   , 

Rolling examination from non PF end, at MMR end has become 
troublesome, as distance between two lines is very less As such 
this rolling light is to be shifted to the convenient place to  
overcome  this difficulty. 

 
 

DRM/NED 
PCME 

 

10.6 The arrangements of store inventory is very good, store items 
were stocked in bins as per A B C analysis. i.e A is high value less 
consumption , B  is medium value and medium consumption and 
C is high consumption and less value and  for easy identification 
given different colours. 
 

 
 

DRM/NED 
PCME 
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10.7 Washable apron for Platform No.1 is available with drainage 

facility but no covered plates for drainage. 
 
 

 
 
 

DRM/NED 
PCME 

 
10.8 On the day of inspection incoming train no.17213 was checked 

randomely and the following defects/deficiencies were noticed. 
 

1. SC ACCW 98059—(A). Emergency window sticker is in 
faded condition and not visible properly.                                      
(B). lot of Stains found on the floor at Seat nos. 14 &16. 
 

2.  SC ACCN 10127--- B2 coach—(A)—Nylon water bottle 
holders missing at some places.   
 

3.  All linen items in AC coaches were found in good in 
condition and not due for washing. 
 

10.9 Provision of one computer with rail net and printer in the office may be 
pursued for better communication of latest technical updates to the 
supervisor and staff. 

11.0 Motor  trolley Inspection between TR and RGO section  

11.1 Major Steel Girder Bridge No.51 (4x12.20M) at KM 51/3-4 
between TR-RGO stations: 

a. Gauge varying from N to -6mm, Cross level varying from 
5RL to 10LL. Needs to be attended. 

 
DRM/NED 

PCE 
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b. Steel channel sleeper, numbers are not marked / painted. 
c. Guard rail screw spikes not holding properly on bridge 

proper and no screw spikes provided on bridge approach 
i.e straight & bend portions on both sides. 

d. Pumping/loose packing of track on bridge approaches is to 
be attended and avoid falling / loose fittings frequently. 

e. SEJ at KM 51/3-2 on bridge approach, total gaps on LH 
side is 60mm & RH side is 80mm. Gaps to be attended. 
SEJ, LWR number etc., particulars board is missed/not 
provided. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM/NED 
PCE 

 

11.2 Non-Interlocked LC No.21 at KM 49/9-50/0 between TR-RGO 
stations: 

a. Sri Ganga Sahay Meena, gatekeeper possessing valid 
competency certificate. He did not slung the whistle on neck 
and he was not aware about the requirement of whistle, 
showing of hand signals when he noticed any abnormal in 
passing of train etc., he should be counselled suitably by 
concerned section JE/SSEs. 

b. Gauge varying from -5mm to -7mm, Cross level varying 
from CL to 5LL. To be attended. 

c. Gate particulars & staff Bio-data particulars board to be 
updated. 

d. Check rails are higher than running rails. 
e. Road width on approaches should be maintained as per 

standards. 
f. Checked PNs of last 5 trains and found correct. 

Dy.SS/RGO intimating/exchanging PN to GK for Goods 
trains (as ‘Malghadi’) but not train name. 

 
12.0 Foot Plate Inspection from NSL-AWB by train no.17019Exp. 

on 20.02.19: 

a. Loco No.14617/WDG3A/KZJ, short hood. 
b. Sri Sheshanadha kuswa, LP Mail/Exp/PAU, Sri.Aditya 

kumar, ALP/PAU were possessing valid competency 
certificate. LP not written log book from MMR where train is 
started, LP was not in the habit to maintaining log book. 
Same was counselled. 

c. Ballast retaining walls to be raised on PSC slab bridges 
between NSL-AWB stations. 

d. Trolley refuges in curve/cuttings as per para no.220 of 
IRPWM are to be provided.(KMs 28,33,35 & 42/43). 

e. At TR station, one T-28 with BFR kept on buffer stop line 
(AWB end) which is violated SWR of the TR station. 

f. Road is available parallel to track in cutting portions at KMs 
62 & 51. Barricading to be provided. Divisional Engineering 
officials to be ensured at these types of locations. 

g. W/L board at KM 90/1-2 is faded & lean, to be fix properly. 
h. RUB work at KM 92/8-9 is in progress, tractors are moving 

near the track, safety at work site to be ensured. 
i. Dy.SS/DLB was not in prescribed uniform. He was wearing 

white shirt & black pant. 
Lot of PSC sleepers are in scattered condition in mid sections from 
NSL-AWB stations, same to be trucked out to nearby LCs, 

DRM/NED 
PCE 
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Stations, SSE/P.Way depot. 
13.0 Aurangabad station: 

DRM/NED 
PCSTE 
PCOM 

13.1 As per SWR, Dual VDU is to be provided and panel to be 
removed. Even though a letter was issued by S&T department to 
provide second VDU by 23.02.2018, till date second VDU is not 
provided 

13.2 On the VDU line block facility and counter number facility to be 
provided. 

13.3 SWOD No. need to be mentioned in description. Tourist Siding is 
not in use.  Line is covered with debris.  It’s requirement may be 
examined and plan for proper utilization.    
 

13.4 Sand hump to Rd.3 at DLB end is required for simultaneous 
movements.   
 

13.5 Pit Line was initially a through line, but at DLB end, certain portion 
of track was dismantled to prevent movements from DLB end as 
pillar of FOB is infringing the movements on this line.  
 

13.6 Through siding to be track circuited and its nomenclature to be 
changed as 4th loop line which facilitates train movements and 
shunting. 

13.7 Feasibility of simultaneous reception may be checked. 

13.8 Plat form of GL-2 to be concreted. 

13.9 LC-53 and LC-52 to be closed. 

13.10 Nomenclature of old siding to be changed as stable line of full 
length(720 m), 

13.11 Whenever train is running without Guard, Station is providing LV 
board or tail lamp to the LPs, but that LV board/tail lamp was not 
returned by LP. Give instructions to LPs to return the LV board/tail 
lamp to the station. Stations Masters are not exchanging PNs with 
Gateman when train is running without Guard. 

14.0 S&T ACITIVITIES  

14.1 This station is provided with distributed EI with panel and VDU 
operation. Last Annual Inspection by ASTE was done during May 
2018, Quarterly inspection  was done on 19/20.12.18 and Monthly 
inspection  was done on 22/23.01.19.The work of Provision of 
Dual VDU eliminating the operating panel is under progress.  

DRM/NED 
PCSTE 

 

14.2 Perused signal failure register and noticed that failures are under 
control (Either Nil or one failure per month) 

14.3 Perused joint inspecton of points and crossings register. Last joint 
inspection was done on 18.12.18. Summary of deficiencies was 
made, Joint attention was carried out and all the four deficiencies 
were attended. 

14.4 Checked point no. 32A and 32B for Obstruction test, track locking 
test, out of correspondence test and found in order.  

Point 
No. 

 Normal 
Voltage 

Normal  
current 

Obstruction 
Voltage 

Obstruction 
current 

32A 
N to R 113V 1.8A 104V 3.63A 

R to N 111V 2.0A 103V 3.7A 

32B 
N to R 113V 1.8A 103V 3.9 A 

R to N 113V 1.7A 104V 3.9 A 

For Point no. 32A Normal setting(LH setting i.e. towards 
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Overshoot line)   is only for two sleepers and requires 
improvement.  
For Point no. 32B RH tongue rail(reconditioned) is getting worn out 
for a length of  approx  70cm (From 45cm to 113cm from toe). This 
is to be watched and to be replaced.  Advised DEN/W/NED & 
Sr.DSTE/NED for taking corrective action. 

14.5 Checked the voltage across track relay 32BT which is 3.8V( P U 
Voltage:1.62V).  It is within the limits. Relay is of QBAT type 
(PTJ,Mfg-12/2016). Advised Sr.DSTE to check the reason for 
using QBAT for this Point  Track Circuit. 

14.6 EI system is under warranty. Stand by system is in switched OFF 
condition. Staff mentioned that OEM representative visits 
fortnightly. For every month System will be changed over from A to 
B and vice versa. Last system changeover was done on 
29.01.2019 . Cross checked relevant disconnection memos and 
found in order. 

DRM/NED 
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14.7 In relay room though provision was made for AC, it was not 
available. As AWB EI is having more than 100 routes, AC is to be 
provided as per the latest Railway Board  guidelines 

14.8 Visited the end EI room towards MMR side. EI room approach 
path is to be attended and the steps are to be provided covering 
the wide gap between the flooring and the ground level as there is 
a likely hood of staff getting injured if they step into the gap while 
entering into the EI Room. Windows are closed with metal sheets 
which require attention to ensure proper ventilation 

14.9 Amararaja make IPS is available at this station which is under 
AMC. Last AMC visit was on 06.02.19. Previous visit was on 
29.09.18. There is a gap of more than three months between 
successive AMC visits. Advised Sr DSTE/NED to ensure that the 
AMC is carried out as per the schedule.  

14.10 Mini IPS system is provided at end EI cabin for 24V Ext and Int. 
For EI system power supply is extended from Central IPS. No 
record is maintained for AMC of the mini IPS provided in the EI 
cabin. Advised Sr.DSTE/NED to ensure this aspect 

14.11 Last Earth resistance was measured at MMR end EI cabin on 
05.11.18 and the value was 0.53 Ohms. 

14.12 Relay room proximity switches are provided for central EI/relay 
room and end EI/relay rooms. The change status of central 
EI/realy room is repeated through SMS to SSE (Sig) whenever 
Realy Room is opened/closed. For end EI room towards MMR 
side, change status of end EI/realy room is not getting repeated 
through SMS to SSE (Sig) whenever Realy Room is 
opened/closed. This aspect is to be checked. 

14.13 For point machine of 27A point, protective cover is missing at 
crank handle insertion point. To be provided. 

14.14 Counselled the staff about the safety aspects and not to indulge in 
any shortcut methods during maintenance or while attending 
failures. 

15.0 Combined Crew Lobby/AWB: DRM/NED 
PCEE 

 
 

15.1 Crew sign ON/OFF is under control of Crew controller.  Sri 
Shamshed Ahamed, Sr.ALP was available, on duty 06:00 to 14:00 
hrs as booking incharge. 
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15.2 Staff Grievance Register: Sri Aravind Kumar, PWI/AWB made a 
complaint on 02.02.19 stating that NDA of Nov’ 18 is not paid till 
now & NHA of last 6 months also not given.  Action taken in this 
regard is not entered.  Similarly, grievance of Sri Sanjeev Kumar 
Pandey, ALP/AWB and Sri Brajesh Kumar, ALP/AWB made on 
31.12.18 are to be addressed. 

15.3 Two CMS Kiosks are available in crew lobby for 
crew sign ON/OFF integrated with biometric and 
breathalyzer and camera. 
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15.4 Crew lobby is attached with crew counselling 
room and crew lounge.  

15.5 JPO regarding testing of Breathalyzer equipment to be displayed 
in crew lobby. All lobby in-charge should acknowledge the same 

15.6 Staff position 

S. 
No 

category Sanctio
n. 

Actual Vacanc
y 

Excess 

1 LP/Mail/Ex
p. 

07 02 05 ------ 

2 LP/Pass 16 19 ---- 03 

3 LP/Goods 25 20 05 --- 

4 LP (Shunt.) 06 ---- 06 --- 

5 ALP 46 81 ----- 35 
 

15.7 Digitalized gradient board to be provided. 
15.8 While perusing “Run over” Register, on14.1.219, Sri Hari singh 

LP/AWB made a remark regarding run over case but his writing 
was unable to read.  LPs should write in any language  such as 
English, Hindi or Marathi etc., which can be read easily 

15.9 Steps have been taken to avoid pre departure detention (PDD) 
a) Introduced double call system 
b) Closely monitoring  the goods train to implement 09  
             hrs rule. 
c)        During first week, goods train crew has been 

booked on first in first out base and in second week as 
per duty hrs. 

16.0 Crew Rest Room/AWB 
16.1 AWB rest room is outsourced. Name of the 

contractor is Ms. Limra Motors, Nanded. 
Period: from 20.03.2018 to 19.03.2020. 

Total 17 beds are available. Average 
occupancy 15 and peak occupancy 12 night 
01:00 to 08:00 hrs.  

16.2 Mesh with spring door to be provided for main entrance door to 
avoid mosquitoes entering into room.  

16.3 Windows are to be provided with new wire mesh since existing 

mesh is having holes.  

16.4 It was told by occupants that there is no messing facility;  
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occupants who are coming to crew rest room at mid night/late 
night are suffering for food. It was told that they slept so many 
times without food.  

 
DRM/NED 
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16.5 The following facilities are available :- 

i. Domestic Air coolers 
ii. Geysers –one 
iii. Water cooler 
iv. Water dispenser (hot/Cold/Normal) 

16.6 While interacting with occupants they expressed subsidized meals 
facility at AWB. But Sr.DME/NED said that running room facility   
will not be applicable rest room. As per convenient of occupants 
Sr.DME   agreed to provide cooking facilities at Rest room. 

16.7 It was observed that Fans are not in a proper place. It was told by 
occupants that because of this type fan arrangement they are not 
getting air and unable to  take proper rest/sleep . 

16.8 No cooler type of arrangement. Bed mats and door mats are not 
available. 

16.9 It was told by occupants that they need to wait for the bed if Goods 
train traffic was more. It was happened twice two months ago i.e 
for waiting for bed. 

16.10 No Toilets in the First floor. It was told that Senior Loco pilots are 
suffering a lot for coming down for toilets etc. 

17.0 AWB Station yard:  

17.1 Interlocked Traffic LC No.52 at KM 112/7-8 between AWB-DLB 
stations: 

a. TVUs 91332, RVUs 2537, Date of census 02/2018. 
b. Sri Nikhil Bhansodi, Gateman possessing valid competency 

certificate and in prescribed uniform. He was not 
conversant with any safety rules i.e protection, parting, 
showing HS flags if he noticed any abnormal like hot axle, 
hanging part, flat tyre etc while train passing through LC. 
He should be counselled frequently by section TI & SMR of 
AWB. 

c. Gateman did not slung the whistle in his neck to use in 
emergency. He was not aware of the purpose of the 
whistle.  

d. GWR not available at gate lodge. TI/AWB last inspected on 
18.02.19 but he did not mention any irregularity. 

e. Gate warning, Single strip warning, speed breaker boards 
are provided very closely, are to be relocated as per 
standards at prescribed locations. 

 
f. Speed breaker indication is in yellow colour on speed 
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breaker board instead of black.  

 
g. ROB opened in 2007-08 year in lieu of LC No.52, but this 

LC is not removed / closed. Divisional authorities should 
take the initiation for the closing of this LC by consulting 
state authorities to save the man power.  
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17.2 Joint Inspection of Points & track circuited portions: Calendar 
year programme for joint inspection of Points at all stations carried 
out by SSE/P.Way & Sig to be issued by Sr.DEN & Sr.DSTE of the 
division. 
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17.3 Inspection of Point No.25B,1in12, FSL in AWB yard: 

a. Gauge at TOS is -6mm to be attended. 
b. Toe type ERCs to be replaced with flat type. Missing/broken 

ERCs, GFN liners & GR pads to be replaced. 
c. Date of laying this point in 2009 is not painted / marked at 

prescribed location i.e switch portion. 
d. ‘J’ type ERCs are not provided at prescribed locations i.e 

GJ, FP & Crossing joints. 
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18.0 Electrical Installations/AWB:  

18.1 Illumination levels at various locations of AWB Station viz. 
Concourse, Circulating Area, Open & Covered Platform, FOBs, 
Enquiry Cum Reservation Office Counters, Waiting halls, Near 
Lifts and Escalators, parking etc., are checked and found 
satisfactory and as per guidelines issued by PCEE/SCR. 

    

DRM/NED 
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18.2 Staff are found not wearing Electrical Safety shoes and other 

Personal Protective Equipment. Counselled the Staff on personal 
safety. 
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18.3 Proper shoulder type smart tool bag with necessary tools to be 
issued to Staff in place of conventional tool kit. This will reduce the 
weight of tool bag, enhance ease of carrying and improve 
productivity. 

18.4 Lifts: 

 2 Nos. Lifts of M/s Omega make are available at AWB Station, 
1 No. on PF NO.1 & 1 No. on PF No.2&3. 

 Entry and exit points of Lifts are to be brought under CCTV 
surveillance. 

 Safety instructions to be followed while using the lifts, 
emergency contact details and Lift Inspector certificate are 
displayed. 

   

 

 Lift inspector certificate is issued in 2014. Certificate validity 
being extended annually post inspection from Inspector of 
Lifts/MH. 

 Staff are trained on Emergency Rescue Operations. Steps to 
be followed while performing emergency rescue operation are 
displayed. 

   

  Door closure/opening announcements are available and 
audible. 

Escalators: 

 2 Nos. Escalators of M/s Johnson make are available at AWB 
Station, 1 No. on PF NO.1 & 1 No. on PF No.2&3. 

 Escalators entry and exit points are to be brought under CCTV 
surveillance. 
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 Caution Boards and Passenger announcement system are 
available. 

  

 Emergency stop push buttons to be suitably labelled. 

 Glass covers of indicators and Emergency stop push button 
covers are broken and are to be replaced. 

   

 

 Informed that AMC is completed in Sept’18. LoA has been 
issued to M/s Johnson. Annual Fitness certification is to be 
issued only after conducting full load test at 100% of load. 
Released weights from TRD department may be used for this 
purpose. 
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18.5 Runoff Aluminium wires for power supply are 
available on PF No.2&3. Works are in progress for 
replacement with cables. 

18.6 Cables are to be properly dressed in DB at Main Station Building. 
Locking arrangements for MCCBs/MCBs in DB are to be made. 

  
18.7 Knowledge of Staff for checking earth resistance is tested and 

found satisfactory. 

 

18.8 Following Earth Pits (EPs) are checked. 

EP 
No. 

Location 
Last 

Checked 
Date 

 Marked 
Earth 

Resistance 

Measured  
Resistance 
value 

49 Station 
Building 

02.05.18 2.2 7.06 

5 HighMast 08.05.18 3.3 7 

17 T/F-2 Body 20.07.18 2.5 44 

Earth resistance of EP-17 is high and is to be attended on priority. 
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Earth wire of EP.5 is rusty. New GI earth wire is to be provided. 
Earth wires are to be properly bolted to earth rods with stainless 
steel washers. 
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18.9 Substation & SSE/E/M/AWB Office: 

 Substation is fenced and caution boards & anti-climbing 
protection is available. 

   

 Padlock arrangements for AB Switches are to be provided and 
record of AB Switch operation to be maintained. 

  

 Silica gel is in good condition. Lightening Arresters are to be 
checked. 

 Single line diagram of substation, lay out plan, list of safety 
items, steps for changing HT fuse & taking electrical shutdown 
and electric shock treatment card are displayed. 

    

 

 Safety items and First aid kit are to be maintained as per 
standard list. 

   

 Maintenance records of Substations & DG Sets (160 kVA & 40 
kVA) are checked and found satisfactory. 

 Store room is to be kept tidy. Released materials are to be 
scrapped. 
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18.10 Occupancy sensors are to be provided at PRS counters. 

19.0 C&W ACTIVITIES  

19.1 The following are the C&W activities/facilities are available 
A. There are 5 PF and at present 1,2, and 3 are in use. 4&5 are 
under renovation. 
B. There is One JE/C&W with nine C&W staff and 8 contract staff 
for out-sourcing activities. 
C. There are 5 contract  men per shift for watering of trains. At an 
average of 30 trains/day will be watered at AWB in three shifts and 
Rolling also to be attended for the same. 
 

DRM/NED 
PCME 

19.2 All Rolling lights are to be numbered for easy identification and 
maintenance and seating arrangements are to be 
made..Numbering is to be given for watering hydrants. Cover 
plates are not available for drainages. 
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19.3 3 Nos  of NCT are available and found working. It was told that 
they were recently received from Nanded depot. 
Calibration/purchase  details are not available with JE/C&W 
office/AWB. 

19.4 Watering Hydrant main pipe between PF no.1 and 2 is leaking.it is 
to be arrested urgently. 
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19.5 Since C&W activities are going on in 3 shifts  in AWB, Staff rest 
room, tool room etc are very much needed for C&W to secure T&P 
items and discharge duties effectively, as the existing room for 
C&W was given under stairs and  very much congested and ugly. 

 

 

(M. G. SEKHARAM) 
CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER 

 
Copy to DRM /NED 
PCOM, PCME, PCSTE, PCEE & PCE for information. 


